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Abstract
Spatial light modulation is a technology with a demonstrated wide range of 
applications, especially in optical systems. Among the various spatial light modula-
tor (SLM) technologies, e.g., liquid crystal (LC), magneto-optic, deformable mir-
ror, multiple quantum well, and acoustic-optic Bragg cells, the ones based on liquid 
crystal on silicon (LCoS) have been gaining importance and relevance in a plethora 
of optical contexts, namely, in telecom, metrology, optical storage, and microdis-
plays. Their implementation in telecom has enabled the development of high-capac-
ity optical components in system functionalities as multiplexing/demultiplexing, 
switching and optical signal processing. This technology combines the unique light-
modulating properties of LC with the high-performance silicon complementary 
metal oxide semiconductor properties. Different types of modulation, i.e., phase, 
amplitude or combination of the two, can be achieved. In this book chapter, we 
address the most relevant applications of phase-only LCoS SLM for optical telecom 
purposes and the employment of SLM technology in photonic integrated circuits 
(PICs) (e.g., field-programmable silicon photonic (SiP) circuits and integrated SLM 
application to create versatile reconfigurable elements). Furthermore, a new SLM-
based flexible coupling platform with applications in spatial division multiplexing 
(SDM) systems (e.g., to efficiently excite different cores in MCF) and characteriza-
tion/testing of photonic integrated processors will be described.
Keywords: spatial light modulator (SLM), liquid crystal silicon (LCoS) SLM, 
optical transforms, computer-generated holography (CGH), photonic integrated 
circuits (PICs), spatial division multiplexing (SDM)
1. Introduction
There has been significant growth in the required capacity of the telecommunica-
tion systems, which can be attributed to the proliferation of mobile devices, band-
width-intensive applications, and services [1–3]. As a result, a significant increase in 
the broadband connections as well as the related multimedia traffic on a yearly basis 
[4–6] has been progressing. Moreover, the traffic explosion has been one of the chal-
lenges being faced in telecommunication systems [2, 7]. Also, it has been observed 
that the traditional electronic media which are based on copper are unable to meet the 
system requirements majorly in terms of bandwidth and latency [5, 8–10].
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To address the challenges, optical fiber-based transport systems have been 
employed in different fields of communication systems as viable and reliable 
solutions. The widely employed optical transport systems are based on single-mode 
fiber (SMF). To enhance the capacity of single-core SMF, advanced modulation 
formats and wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) are normally employed. 
However, the growing demand for further video/image storage capacity and the 
increase in cloud service adoption, which is as a result of numerous smartphones 
and other Internet-based gadgets, have led to research on solutions for effective 
bandwidth optimization [11, 12]. This is due to the fact that the conventional SMF-
based transport systems have been observed to be approaching Shannon’s limit [13] 
and the achievable maximum capacity will not be sufficient to support the envis-
aged massive connection demanded by the next-generation networks [5, 14–16]. 
Besides the capacity that is expected to be saturated around 100 Tbit/s owing to the 
physical limits, the conventional SMF schemes with WDM might be unable to meet 
the power consumption, spatial efficiency, and cost requirements of the communi-
cation systems [16, 17].
There has been considerable attention on multicore fiber (MCF) as a feasible 
solution capable of addressing the capacity limit of a conventional SMF-based 
scheme [15, 18, 19]. For effective implementation of MCF, the research community 
has been working diligently on improved cost-efficient and scalable networking 
infrastructure solutions. A notable optical transport scheme that can exploit the 
space dimension in order to address the optical system capacity crunch and improve 
the system performance is spatial division multiplexing (SDM) [19]. Moreover, it 
has been observed that MCF is an efficient and main enabling technology for the 
SDM systems [16, 18]. Apart from the MCF, SDM implementation for multimode 
fiber (MMF) has also been attracting significant attention [17, 18]. Nevertheless, the 
MCF implementation is susceptible to and can be constrained by the transmission 
impairments such as nonlinearities and inter-core cross talk (XT) between signals 
at the neighboring cores that may be presented via multiple optical paths. This may 
have a significant effect on the system performance regarding the transmission range 
and the network size [16, 17]. Furthermore, the extent of the presented performance 
degradation by the transmission impairments varies with the MCF fiber types (i.e., 
3-core, 7-core, 13-core, 19-core, 37-core, and 61-core) [16, 20]. A practical solution 
for addressing the MCF implementation challenges is spatial light modulation.
Spatial light modulators (SLM) can be employed for exciting different cores and/
or modes in order to mitigate the transmission impairments introduced by multiple 
optical paths, as it enables arbitrary removal or addition of channels with the aid 
of software, i.e., implementation of a diffractive optical element by computer-gen-
erated holograms (CGH). Due to the SLM support for dynamic reconfiguration of 
optical wave fronts, it can be employed for core and mode multiplexing and demul-
tiplexing [5, 21, 22]. In addition, the use of silicon photonic (SiP) onboard trans-
ceivers that are coupled on the MCF for supporting transmissions has been shown to 
be promising. This is due to the fact that there is no need for fan-in/fan-out or core 
pitch conversion devices that may give rise to further system complexity [16].
Optical communication evolution has brought about the emergence of improved 
photonic integrated circuits (PICs) that present economic and sustainable alterna-
tive to data transmission [9]. Therefore, it is expected to be an enabling technology, 
capable of contributing significantly in a number of fields [8]. As a result, various 
benefits are offered, such as small weight and volume, low power consumption, 
high mechanical and thermal stability, and the ease of assembling a number of 
complex systems.
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PIC can be generally characterized as a multiport device with an integrated 
system of optical elements such as attenuators, modulators, multiplexers, detectors, 
lasers, and optical amplifiers that are embedded in a single chip using a waveguide 
(WG) architecture [23]. However, it has been observed that optical component test-
ing is very challenging and time-consuming as well [24]. This can be attributed to 
the required tight three-dimensional (3D) alignment tolerances, to ensure accurate 
light coupling. Hence, with notable development and growing adoption of PIC in 
the communication networks, advanced methods are imperative for an accurate PIC 
performance testing as well as characterization. As aforementioned, based on the 
support for dynamic reconfiguration of light, SLM can be employed for optical PIC 
testing and characterization, by exploring this feature in the feeding and/or receiv-
ing the optical signal into the PIC [8, 23].
In this chapter, we focus on the most pertinent applications of phase-only liquid 
crystal on silicon (LCoS) SLM for optical telecom purposes and the employment of 
SLM technology in PIC, e.g., field-programmable silicon photonic circuits and inte-
grated SLM application to create versatile reconfigurable elements. Furthermore, 
a new SLM-based flexible coupling platform for applications in SDM systems and 
characterization/testing of photonic processors will be presented.
In Section 2, SLM working principle and their applications in telecom are 
addressed in more detail. The applied methodology (i.e., algorithms and experi-
mental setup) to create a diffraction optical element through the implementation 
and optimization of CGH is described in Section 3. In Section 4, discussion on 
the obtained results from the experimental implementation of CGH for SDM 
and PIC applications is presented. An overall conclusion regarding the employ-
ment of the SLM technology as a flexible platform for optical systems is provided 
in Section 5.
2. Spatial light modulator (SLM)
Optical signal processing has been providing relevant solutions to convert data 
into spatially modulated coherent optical signals with SLM devices, allowing the 
effective implementation of digital holograms [25]. One of the most useful proper-
ties of the hologram is its ability to control phase and amplitude of light in the far 
field. The Fourier transform describes the relationship between a hologram (near 
field) and its corresponding replay field (far field). The far field can be formed at 
the focal point of a positive lens or an infinite distance from the near field plane in 
free space [25, 26], as depicted in Figure 1.
Holograms can reproduce waveforms from an existing object. With digital 
advances and optical signal processing, it is possible to numerically calculate 
interference patterns to generate completely synthetic wave fronts of arbitrary 
form. These interference patterns can have different denominations, such as CGH, 
diffractive optical elements (DOE), phase/amplitude masks, diffractive grating, 
etc. [26]. All operate in the principle of diffraction, so it is somehow an arbitrary 
choice of terminology.
The SLM is a device that can be used to modulate light in accordance with a 
fixed spatial (pixel) pattern and can be programed electrically. Usually, it can 
be exploited for incident light phase and/or amplitude control. Subsequently, 
phase-only, amplitude-only, or the combination of phase-amplitude can be read-
ily realized with SLM. There are a number of modulation mechanisms that can be 
employed. One of the attractive and widely used ones is electro-optical SLM. The 
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modulation material of electro-optical SLM is liquid crystal. Similarly, a liquid 
crystal SLM has a microdisplay being employed for the incident light modulation 
and collection. This can be realized in a transmissive form using a liquid crystal 
display (LCD) SLM technology or in a reflective form with LCoS SLM technol-
ogy. One of the leading features of the modulators is in the liquid crystal molecule 
alignment. Typically, this can be either vertical, parallel, or with twisted formation. 
Consequently, with suitable polarizing optics, this influences the incident light 
beam properties that can be effectively changed, i.e., amplitude, phase, or their 
combination [8, 23, 27].
It should be noted that the common hologram generation techniques can-
not arbitrarily modulate the beam phase and amplitude concurrently [26, 27]. 
Therefore, it is unrealistic to basically address the desired pattern inverse Fourier 
transform into the far field and replicate the resulting amplitude and phase 
distribution directly on the SLM. As a consequence, the employment of optimiza-
tion algorithms is highly recommended for evaluating the best potential hologram 
within the device constraints, e.g., the best pixel distribution in which each pixel 
will be able to take only one of two states that correspond to a 0 or π phase shift 
[23, 26].
The nematic LCoS technology is a type of SLM with phase-only modulation 
capability. Moreover, it is an electrically addressed reflection modulator category 
in which a direct and accurate voltage controls the liquid crystal and the light 
beam wave front can be modulated as well [28, 29]. An example of an LCoS SLM is 
illustrated in Figure 2 [23]. The LCoS SLM can be employed as a diffractive device 
for reconstructing images from CGH [30].
CGH can be employed for different communication purposes and has been gain-
ing application in indoor visible light communication systems [31]. Furthermore, 
suitable holograms can be readily generated by employing a variety of optimization 
techniques such as iterative Fourier transform algorithm (IFTA) [5, 32–34]; linear 
Fourier transform (i.e., linear phase mask) [5, 18, 23, 35]; simulated annealing [36]; 
and Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm [37]. The employment of the SLM as a diffractive 
device for reconstructing images from CGH permits the light beam wave front to be 
modulated [8, 23].
As aforementioned, LCoS displays have been gaining significant recognition 
as promising microdisplays for various types of SLM applications. Similarly, they 
possess attractive and significant features like very high spatial resolution and 
Figure 1. 
Diagram of a Fourier transform through a positive lens. A complex design pattern (diffractive optical element 
(DOE)) is provided to the SLM to generate the expected hologram in the replay field (far field).
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light efficiency [38]. Due to this, they have been applicable in a plethora of opti-
cal contexts such as communication, reconfigurable interconnects [39], storage 
[40], diffractive optics [41], metrology [42], and quantum computing [43]. They 
are also applicable in the wave shaper technology for optical signal processing and 
monitoring [44]. In addition, other advantages of the LCoS are that it is highly 
cost-effective and can as well be flexibly programmed. This helps in supporting a 
number of additional functions like group delay ripple compensation, wavelength 
filtering, and chromatic dispersion compensation. Besides, it can aid in ensuring 
variable attenuation for individual wavelength channels as well as output ports. 
Consequently, LCoS device offers a cost-effective and promising solution for the 
wavelength selective switch (WSS) [40].
The LCoS microdisplay SLM has a good implementation history in the WSS 
systems. Its employment in the WSS system core component can be attributed 
to a number of advantages such as larger spatial bandwidth, more port avail-
ability, and enhanced resolution, as well as the system miniaturization. The WSS 
systems have been exploited in the reconfigurable optical add/drop multiplexers 
(ROADM) in WDM optical networks. It has been observed that ROADM is one 
of promising schemes that can be employed to improve on the traffic capacity 
of the existing and future telecommunication systems [40, 45]. Moreover, in 
communication networks, the ease of adding or dropping the wavelength is 
essential. They can ensure effective information access or rerouting to another 
appropriate path in the network. It should be noted that WSS is the ROADM 
sub-system that has been extensively employed in optical switch applications. 
In addition, microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) [46] and WSS based on 
LCoS [47] have been commercialized for different applications. Also, WSS by 
means of LCoS operates on the principle of “disperse and select,” in which the 
inward bound WDM channels are dispersed into a distinct wavelength channel 
and subsequently relayed by LCoS through programmable grating patterns. 
This is in an attempt to facilitate an add and drop function. It is envisaged 
that the next-generation ROADM will hold different attractive features such 
as directionless, colorless, and contentionless in order to improve the system 
performance [40].
Furthermore, LCoS technology can also be employed in flex grid that has 
been considered as the major feature for the next-generation networks [40, 48]. 
It should be noted that the traditional fixed grid with 50 GHz spacing standard-
ized by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) Telecommunication 
Standardization Sector (ITU-T) possesses a number of challenges. The fixed grid 
has been observed to bring about the optical spectra being inefficiently used. 
Besides, it constrains the system transmission capacity considerably. On the other 
hand, the flex grid implementation enables the use of different modulation formats 
Figure 2. 
LCoS SLM Pluto phase modulator from Holoeye© 2018 Holoeye photonics AG.
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and their coexistence on a shared infrastructure. They can also be densely and effi-
ciently multiplexed which aids the optical networks, not only to extend the reach 
but also the per channel bit rate. It has also been envisaged that implementation of 
WSS and SDM will significantly help further in extending the network reach and 
capacity [40].
3. Methodology
The adopted methodology to implement the SLM flexible platform for optical 
systems can be subdivided into two main sections: (i) the algorithms employed 
for the CGH generation and optimization methodology (in Section 3.1) and (ii) 
the SLM framework setup implementation with application in SDM systems and 
characterization/testing of PIC (in Section 3.2).
The framework ability to improve the overall alignment process and excite 
different cores of a MCF, can provide a valuable contribution for the impairment 
mitigation of the system optical path, which can relax digital signal processing 
(DSP) equalization requirements of the SDM system [5, 18, 22, 34, 49].
Furthermore, its use as a flexible platform for feeding photonic integrated 
processors was also explored for the characterization/test of PICs, and results have 
been presented for its implementation as a parallel implementation of the Haar 
transform (HT) image compression algorithm [8, 18, 23].
3.1 CGH pattern establishment
Holography is a 3D-based display system that comprises exploiting diffraction 
and interference for recording and reconstructing optical wave fronts. Moreover, 
computer-generated holography is an effective technique that is appropriate for 
a broad variety of displays such as two-dimensional (2D), volumetric, autoste-
reoscopic, stereoscopic, and true 3D imaging. It is remarkable that the CGH is 
becoming feasible due to the emergence of progressively powerful computers 
that prevents the conventional interferometric recording step in the formation of 
hologram [50]. In addition, the CGH can be viewed as a phase mask with spatially 
variable transmittance or a diffractive optical element that can be readily displayed 
on the devices such as SLM, which are capable of diffracting light [5, 51]. Also, 
the information that needs to be transformed is presented to an optical system, 
through the SLM. This is effected with a suitable phase mask for the concerned 
input function [25].
From a set of different available techniques for the generation of CGH (e.g., 
IFTA, linear Fourier transform, simulated annealing, and Gerchberg algorithm, 
as described in Section 2), in our SLM framework, higher focus was given to the 
linear Fourier transform principle for the calculus of the numerical interference 
patterns to generate the holograms (CGH). This decision was mainly due to the 
intensive computational requests and high power loss (up to 9 dB [26]) associ-
ated with the implementation of the simulated annealing and Gerchberg-Saxton 
algorithms and additional computational cost of IFTA when compared to linear 
phase mask.
Thus, a simplified approach based on the implementation of a linear phase mask 
generation (in Section 3.1.1) and the development of a new iterative algorithm 
experimentally driven for CGH effective optimization (in Section 3.1.2) is proposed 
and tested.
All algorithms were developed and implemented in MATLAB© [52].
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3.1.1 Linear phase mask CGH
A linear phase mask can be described as a numerical information transformation 
(in the Fourier domain) of the input function of interest [25], which can be intro-
duced into the optical system through an SLM.
The CGH implemented with a linear phase mask can be expressed in the fre-
quency domain as expressed in Eq. (1) [5, 23], where  f x and  f y denote the spatial 
frequency vector components that correspond to the image to be generated in both  
 X and  Y axes, respectively, and  c x and  c y represent the horizontal and vertical tilt 
parameters, respectively.
  M linear = M (   f x ,  f y ) = − 2π ( c x  f x +  c y  f y ) (1)
A collimated Gaussian beam with transverse profile  S in is imaged onto the SLM 
via a lens, Eq. (2), where  ( x 0 ,  y 0 ) offer the horizontal and vertical position, respec-
tively, and  ( w x ,  w y ) represent the width and the height of the beam, respectively, as 
depicted in Figure 3 [8].
  S in = exp (− (2  x −  x 0  _  w x log ( √ _ 2) ) 
2
 −  (2  
y −  y 0  _ 
 w y log ( √ 
_
 2) ) 
2
 ) (2)
With the adoption of Fraunhofer approximation, the Fourier transform is 
produced on the SLM plane,  fft ( S in ) . Afterward, the subsequent illumination profile 
is multiplied with the phase mask,  e  iH mask  . The resultant signal is then Fourier trans-
formed via the second lens by means of an inverse Fourier transform to achieve the 
output signal  S out , which can be defined as Eq. (3) [5, 8]:
  S out = ifft (H (  fft (  S in ) ) (3)
A graphical user interface (GUI) was also developed to test different masks to be 
applied to the SLM device [18] (see Figure 4).
Different phase masks can be attained by adjusting the different available 
parameters from the developed GUI. For the Input Beam GUI panel the following 
Figure 3. 
Cartesian coordinate system description of the parameters  ( x 0 ,  y 0 ) and  ( w x ,  w y ) employed for the input beam  S in 
estimation [8].
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input parameters are available: (i) horizontal position ( x0 ); (ii) vertical position  
( y0 ); (iii) width of the beam ( wx ); and (iv) height of the beam ( wy ) (see GUI panel 
Input Beam in the Figure 4).
  S out = ifft (H (  fft (  S in ) ) (4)
The Phase Mask GUI panel offers the correspondent input parameters: (i) hori-
zontal translation ( dx ); (ii) vertical translation ( dy ); (iii) horizontal frequency delay 
( cx ); (iv) vertical frequency delay ( cy ); (v) percentage of zoom (%); (vi) rotation 
in degrees (°); and (vii) selection of three possible input functions, i.e., sinusoidal 
Eq. (4), linear Eq. (1), or defined by the user (user-defined). The option to save or 
replace the phase mask file is also made available, as depicted in the Phase Mask 
GUI panel from Figure 4.
The implemented scripts and GUI were written in MATLAB© [52].
3.1.2 Optimization of the linear phase mask CGH
In an effort to realize the hologram that can suitably replicate the output signal, 
we estimated the hologram of the beam through the image phase-only information 
of the generated hologram. Thus, a first linear phase mask is generated to produce 
the expected initial field, i.e., the input function of interest.
Since a phase-only SLM does not permit the inverse Fourier of the desired 
pattern to be addressed into the far field and replicated into the resultant 
distribution of amplitude and phase on the SLM directly. It is quite demand-
ing to generate a CGH with guarantees for the light to be spatially modulated 
with the required accuracy and resolution. To address these challenges and 
obtain the desired hologram with an error factor  δ ≤ 10% , we implemented 
an iterative algorithm to optimize the generation of the linear phase mask. 
Also, the error factor threshold was set so as to prevent an infinite loop in the 
adopted optimization algorithm, while guaranteeing that the output result has 
an accuracy ≥90%.
The algorithm was implemented to generate a hologram that replicates the 
output of the four waveguides (WG) of an optical chip for data compression 
proposes [8, 23, 53]. A hologram of four beams was calculated by a phase-only 
Figure 4. 
GUI SLM_mask to generate the different phase masks applied to the SLM [18].
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superimposition of four independent holograms generated by Eq. (1). Then, the 
corresponding linear transformations in the Fourier domain provided in Eq. (5) and 
Eq. (6) were applied [8, 23]:
  H = ∠ ( e i H 1  +  e i H 2  +  e i H 3  +  e i H 4  ) (5)
  H 1 = exp (i2π ( c x1  f x +  c y1  f y ) ) (6)
The block diagram of the employed algorithm is given in Figure 5, and the major 
steps of the algorithm are enumerated as follows [23]:
i. Generate a first linear phase mask to produce the expected initial field based 
on Eq. (5).
ii. Initially set the four values  a 1−4 to 1, from  H = ∠ ( a 1  e 
i H  1   +  a 2  e  
i H  2    
+  a 3  e 
i H  3   +  a 4  e 
i H  4   ) .
iii. Acquire the replay field from the hologram generated by SLM ( I SLM ) with a 
camera, and feed this data to the algorithm.
iv. Calculate the difference between the hologram generated and the initial field 
expected, defined as error factor:  δ =  | I 
SLM
 −  I 1 | ≤ 0.1 .
v. If the condition  δ ≤ 0.1 is not satisfied, repeat steps ii–iv by iteratively adjust-
ing the values of  a 1−4 to compensate for the error factor.
The developed algorithm in MATLAB® is capable of controlling both SLM and 
camera hardware, providing a dynamic experimentally driven algorithm for effec-
tive CGH optimization.
The error factor ( δ ) is defined to quantify the generated hologram deviation 
from the optical chip anticipated output [8, 23].
3.2 CGH generation setup
The employed SLM is a reflective LCoS phase-only type, and its model 
is PLUTO-TELCO-012. It can operate within the wavelength range of 
Figure 5. 
Block diagram of the algorithm applied for the optimization of the linear phase mask CGH [23].
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1400–1700 nm. Additionally, an active area of 15.36  ×  8.64 mm2, a pixel pitch of 
8.0 μm, a 92% fill factor, and 80% reflectivity are employed for displaying the 
generated hologram.
Two different setup arrangements were implemented to create CGH for SDM 
(e.g., MCF) and PIC applications.
3.2.1 CGH setup for SDM
Setup alignments were carried out, using a red laser of 637 nm (power 70 mW, 
SM fiber-pigtailed laser diode), a collimator, two lenses, a charge-coupled device 
(CCD) image sensor, and the LCoS-SLM. After the alignments, an MCF of 10 m of 
length and a bit error rate (BER) tester were introduced in the setup, as depicted 
in Figure 6.
Figure 6. 
[A] Setup diagram of the SLM platform for MCF applications. [B1, B2] photographs of the setup.
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The MCF contained four cores arranged in a quadrangular lattice pattern, with a 
side length of 36.25 μm and attenuation @1550 nm of 0.45 dB/km.
The nonreturn-to-zero (NRZ) signal was generated by a pattern generator 
(Agilent N4901B) using a pseudorandom binary sequence (PRBS) 231–1. This signal 
was injected to the tunable direct modulator laser to create 10 Gb/s optical signal. 
After the MCF, the signal was detected by avalanche photodiode (APD) receiver 
inside the small form-factor pluggable (SFP) transceiver.
3.2.2 CGH setup for PIC
In an effort to eliminate the phase distortion and enable the full Fourier trans-
form scale by the focal length ( f ) factor, the optical system is designed based on the  
4f system configuration. The implementation is the basis of a low distortion optical 
system.
The setup consists of devices such as two lenses (AC254–050-C-ML, AR 
coating 1050–1620 nm) L1 and L2 with a focal length of 75 and 250 mm, respec-
tively; polarization controller; an infrared (IR) laser of 1550 nm (wavelength); 
a near-infrared (1460–1600 nm) camera (sensing area, 6.4 × 4.8 mm; resolu-
tion, 752 × 582; pixel size, 8.6 × 8.3 μm) for capturing the produced hologram; 
and a neutral density filter, to prevent saturation in the camera acquisition 
(see Figure 7) [8, 23].
4. Results and discussion
In this section, we present the experimental CGH results obtained for the SDM 
and PIC applications.
4.1 SLM platform for MCF
A BER of 1.2 × 10−3 was measured in the experiment described in Section 3.2.1. 
Test result shows an error-free transmission below the BER limit of 3.8 × 10−3  
(7% hard-decision FEC) [54, 55] threshold.
Thus, the SLM framework was able to properly function as a spatial coupling 
interface between the SLM generated pattern and the MCF cores. The platform 
allows an easy adjustment of the generated phase mask (CGH), contributing to an 
effective dynamic optimization of the MCF fiber transmission [18].
Figure 7. 
[A] Hologram reconstruction scheme using an infrared (IR) laser of 1550 nm, a polarization controller, lens L1, 
an LCoS-SLM, lens L2, and an IR camera. [B] Photography of the presented setup.
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Future work will be performed in order to optimize the current convergence, 
namely, improve the optical system components (e.g., lenses and collimator) and 
the implemented phase masks [18].
4.2 CGH for PIC applications
An integrated approach for compression applications implemented in an indium 
phosphide (InP) optical chip was fabricated to realize a Haar wavelet transform 
[53]. The HT is a wavelet-based method with promising attributes for compres-
sion transformation techniques. Their application in image processing and pattern 
recognition due to its simple design, fast computation power, and efficiency can be 
easily realized by optical planar interferometry [53, 56, 57].
The HT operations include low-pass (L) and high-pass (H) filters applied over 
one dimension at a time. This filtering operation corresponds to the calculation of 
the average between two neighbors’ pixel values (LP) or the difference between 
them (HP) [57]. The HT is implemented with a two-level network composed by 
three asymmetric adiabatic couplers (AAC) 2 × 2, reproducing the required opera-
tions, i.e., the average (sum) and the difference (subtraction) between the optical 
input pair [53]. The 2D HT can be decomposed in four sub-bands, LL, LH, HL, and 
HH [57]. The LL gives the data compressed.
In the optical chip (or PIC), these four sub-bands can be extrapolated from the 
four output WG at the end of the three AAC network, as depicted in Figure 8.
The optical chip is composed of four distributed feedback (DFB) source lasers 
(L1–L4), three asymmetric adiabatic coupler (AAC1–AAC3), six positive-intrinsic-
negative (PIN) photodiodes for network monitoring, six MMI splitters 1 × 2, one 
MMI splitter 2 × 2, and two spot size converters (SSC), at the correspondent HT 
network output LL (compression) and HH. Further details about the PIC can be 
found elsewhere [23, 53].
In the described SLM framework, the hologram is generated in an attempt to 
create the beam profile in the first order of diffraction when being displayed on the 
SLM. The CGH is expected to reproduce the four WG outputs of the PIC imple-
menting the HT [23, 53] (see Figure 8).
Figure 8. 
[A] Design architecture of the PIC for data compression based on HT. [B] Measurements of the distance 
between the four WG at the end of the two-level compression network of the PIC [23].
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In Figure 9, we present the obtained image from the hologram replay field 
generated with the initial (I1) and optimized (Iout) CGH [8, 23].
The analysis of the obtained replay field images can be described by the steps 
described below:
i. Calculate the intensity integration of the image matrix, i.e., the sum of all 
elements along each line of the image matrix, depicted as  S 
raw
 .
ii. Application of the Savitzky–Golay (SG) filter to smoothen the intensity 
integration signal obtained in step (1), depicted as  S 
SG
 .
iii. Implementation of a first-order Gaussian fit curve to the filtered signal, 
depicted as Gauss fit.
iv. Extraction of Gaussian parameters to calculate the distances between the 
four beams (obtained from the CGH) and compare with the expected results 
(d1, d2, and d3 from the optical chip).
Results from the integrated intensity profile of the replay field after the CGH 
optimization, i.e., after step (3), are presented in Figure 10.
The distance between the four beams was calculated from the center posi-
tion of each beam profile, given by the Gaussian fit coefficient corresponding 
to the position of the center of the peak. The coefficients were obtained with 
95% confidence bounds [23]. The deviation values ( δ ) between the generated 
holograms (i.e., initial  I 1 and optimized  I out ), when compared with the expected 
output of the optical chip (i.e., d1, d2 and d3 from Figure 8), are presented in 
Table 1 [23].
The measured power of the beams obtained by the integration intensity profiles 
is depicted in Table 2 [23].
An improved hologram is achieved with the optimization of the linear phase 
mask CGH, i.e., with a reduction of up to 11% in the error factor (between 
Figure 9. 
Hologram replay field obtained by the IR camera with an (i) initial hologram (left figure) and (ii) optimized 
hologram (right figure).
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initial and optimized holograms). Nonetheless, the loss of 1.1 dB identified on the 
mean beam power for the optimized CGH, an improved equalization between the 
beams was observed, with a 2% reduction in the standard deviation [23].
Algorithm improvements should be implemented to mitigate the power 
discrepancies between the four beams and optical artifacts associated with the 
diffraction of light, with the objective of mitigating the signal loss at the output of 
the optical chip.






Std (%) 11.17 9.14
Table 2. 
Integration of the intensity profiles for the four beams.
Figure 10. 
Gaussian fit (Gauss fit, blue line) of smoothed integrated intensity signal from the replay field image ( S 
SG 
 , red 
dots) of final optimized CGH [23].
Initial CGH (%) Optimized CGH (%)
 δ d1 19.76 7.48
 δ d2 1.96 2.90
 δ d3 14.31 9.44
Table 1. 
Error factor ( δ ) values for d1, d2, and d3.
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A possible approach to correct some of this artifacts can be the application of the 
Gerchberg-Saxton [37] or simulated annealing [36] algorithms; nonetheless, due 
to the power loss (up to 9 dB [26]) associated with these approaches, they were not 
addressed in this implementation [23].
The phase mask that replicates the expected output of the PIC optical operation 
can be used to multiplex/demultiplex the obtained result. Furthermore, a phase 
mask, which addresses the HT operations, can also be applied to invert the com-
pression induced by the HT (optically implemented in the PIC all-optical network 
with three AAC). Thus, a proof of concept of the PIC operation through the SLM 
coupling framework is expected [8, 23].
5. Conclusion
LCoS SLM technology implementation has been gaining importance in 
optical system applications, like telecom with the development of high-capacity 
optical components in system functionalities as switching (in ROADM), mul-
tiplexing and demultiplexing, and optical signal processing. In this chapter, a 
proof of concept on the implementation of a new SLM-based flexible coupling 
platform has been provided. We have also explored its implementation for appli-
cations in SDM systems and PIC characterization/testing. Furthermore, opti-
mized methodologies to generate the CGH were developed and implemented. 
Main results include (i) BER = 1.2 × 10−3 for a SDM system, i.e., the use of the 
SLM to efficiently excite the different cores of a MCF, and (ii) CGH ( δ  ≤ 1.5%) 
to feed/receive the output of an optical chip for data compression based on the 
HT. The demonstrations pave the way for the potential use of the SLM flexible 
platform in the development of multidimensional optical systems, by providing 
a versatile optical method which can overcome impairments introduced by the 
optical path in a MCF (e.g., by improving the setup alignment and excitation of 
different cores in MCF) and deliver a more robust optical methodology to assess 
and test photonic processors (e.g., offering a proof of concept of the PIC HT 
operation).
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